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ABOUT 
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We are a British and Kenyan owned Travel & Event Management Company servicing the needs of a discerning business and leisure clientele who appreciate value for money and attention to detail in the arrangement of their travel plans.The company comprises of 5 key divisions:•	International and Domestic Air ticketing•	Airport Transfers, Travel Insurance and related services•	Global Hotel Reservations at Discount Prices•	Tours & Safaris to Kenya and East Africa•	Management of Conferences and EventsScott Travel Group has partnered with NCIA to provide Air ticketing, Hotel and Transfer services during the conference.
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ABOUT MOMBASA AND EXPECTED CLIMATIC CONDITIONS DURING THE CONFERENCE
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Sleazy, hot and physically tropical in a way that could hardly be more different from the capital, MOMBASA is the slightly indolent hub of the coast, with a sense of community and depth of history that Nairobi lacks.Arriving in Mombasa by plane or train in the morning, there’s ample time, if you don’t find the heat too much, to head straight out to the beaches – the nearest is Nyali Beach on the north coast mainland. But you might want to spend a day or two in Mombasa itself, acclimatizing to the coast, catching the cadences of the coast’s “pure Swahili”, and looking around Kenya’s most historic city.
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FLIGHTS TO MOMBASA
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AIRPORT TRANSFERS
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Return Airport Transfers Kes 3,500 in a salon Car.
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Scott Travel offers you special group return airfares from your various destinations of travel to Mombasa. We have great discountsfrom Jomo Kenyatta Airport;•	Jambo Jet -Fares from Kes 11,100 Per Person•	Kenya Airways -Fares from Kes 20,225 Per Person •	Fly 540 -Fares from Kes 11,100 Per Person We offer International, Domestic and Regional air ticketing for flights departing from Kenya as well as from other departure points worldwide
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Contact for Air ticket reservations; Customer care teamEmail: customercare@scott-travel-group.comMobiles:   +254 726 830 332                  +254 731 074 270                  +254 771 068 244                  +254 732 866 623
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HOTELS AND BOOKINGS
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•	SAROVA WHITE SANDS BEACH RESORT & SPA MOMBASA               3 Mins (3.9Kms) from Pride Inn Beach Resort and Spa                 Single room Per Night Kes 14,000                 Double room Per Night Kes 17,400•	 PRIDEINN FLAMINGO BEACH RESORT                6 Min from Pride Inn Beach Resort and Spa                                                        Single room Per Night Kes 13,000                 Double room Per Night Kes 16,500                                •	SERENA BEACH RESORT & SPA             4 Min from Pride Inn Beach Resort and Spa               Single room Per Night Kes 16,200               Double room Per Night Kes 24,000
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Contact for Transport and hotel bookings; Tours Manager: EugeneEmail: eugene.rubia@scott-travelgroup.comMobiles: +254 703 409 395                        +254 732 866 623
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 AVAILABLE  EXCURSIONS
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MOMBASA CITY TOUR Discover the culture, origins and fun of Mombasa.This half-day city tour is part history and part shopping!Here you can explore Mombasa’s exotic markets for personal treasures. Then tour the city’s Arabic and Portuguese past and witness theirpresent-day influence on this colorful metropolis.Tour highlights:•	Old town of Mombasa with Swahili and Arabic culture•	Fort Jesus Museum - synonymous with the history of the East African Coast•	Food and spice market - a glimpse into the lives of the local people•	Trademark Elephant tusks - the gateway to Mombasa•	Likoni Channel - Port entry into Kenya•	Akamba wood carving factory - local talents in arts•	Shopping, people and local culture
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 AVAILABLE  EXCURSIONS
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TAMARIND DINNER DHOW - MOMBASA  (Approximately 28 mins from pride Inn Paradise) Ever dine on a dhow? Here’s your chance aboard the Tamarind cruising dhow.The Tamarind restaurant is one of the finest in East Africa. They’ve brought their world-famous cuisine to a traditional African dhow for an unforgettable dining experience.The excursion leaves from the Jetty of the Tamarind.Tour highlights:•  Evening cruise on the Tudor channel•  Excellent sea-food dinner•  Music and drinks to go with the romantic atmosphere
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WASINI DHOW & DOLPHIN EXCURSION  (Approximately 3hrs 6mins  from pride Inn Paradise) Enjoy a sun-drenched day of snorkeling, dolphin viewing, bird watching and sailing in the Kisite Mpunguti marine park.This popular coastal sea and land excursion offers a full day of activities featuring sailing on a traditional Dhow.The tour includes Dolphin encounters and a sea food lunchTour highlights:•	Kenya coast scenic country on drive•	Snorkeling•	Coral / marine life•	Dolphins•	Seafood & traditional (Swahili) dishes•	Local cultures
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 AVAILABLE  EXCURSIONS
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TSAVO EAST NATIONAL PARK  Starting from / returning to Mombasa Island – Mombasa Port, Kilifi, Bamburi, North Coast beach area resortsTsavo East National Park is Kenya’s largest and is known for its wonderful diversity of wildlife.Famous for the Tsavo lions, there are close to 700 in this ecosystem.This action-packed day trip is a dawn to dusk experience. Prepare to spend at least 6 hours viewing spectacular wildlife and colorful landscapesTour highlights:•	viewing and game drives•	Lion, elephant, cheetah, giraffe, buffalo, antelope, warthog, ostrich, Baboons, birds…•	Herds of dust-red elephant wallowing, rolling or simply foraging•	The beautiful man made Aruba dam located on the north bank of the seasonal voi River,               It is visited by thousands of animals and is a great game viewing destination.•	Mudanda Rock - this whale-backed rock towers above a natural dam, which acts as a draw to thousands of elephants
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 AVAILABLE  EXCURSIONS
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SHIMBA HILLS NATIONAL PARK DAY TRIP  (Approx. 30 kms south of Mombasa & 10 kms from Diani beach)A coastal rain forest in Kenya? Anything is possible here!Visit Shimba Hills to experience cool sea breezes, frequent mists and early morning clouds. Known for waterfalls, forests and bird viewing.Tour highlights:•	Sheldricks Falls•	Sable Antelope•	Coastal rainforest•	Bird viewing•	Mwaluganje Forest•	Various View Points
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